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Automatic Diagnosis of Liver Tumor in Ct Images
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Abstract – Medical Image Segmentation is the important tool
for diagnosing tumor and for planning how to do treatment. The
intention of this study is to detect tumor from CT liver images.
Initially, liver is segmented from abdomen CT images. Then
SVM Classification is included to classify the normal and
abnormal liver structure. If it is abnormal then the tumor will be
segmented from liver structure. This technique is computed using
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy and is providing good result.
Index Terms – tumor detection, Liver Segmentation, SVM
Classification, hepatic tumor

I. INTRODUCTION
The liver plays a various roles in the human body
and the major role in metabolism. The liver also plays the
role in decay of red blood cells, regulation of
glycogen storage, hormone creation,
plasma
protein
synthesis, and detoxification. It is a digestive gland which
produces bile,
which
helps
for
digestion through
the emulsification of lipids. Hepatocellular carcinoma is
commonly caused in liver cancer. The cancer that begins in
the colon and spreads to the liver.
Computerized Tomography (CT) scan uses X-rays
and a computer to generate exhaustive images inside the
body. CT scans are also sometimes known as CAT scans,
which stands for Computerized Axial Tomography. The
images produced by a CT scan are called tomograms and are
more detailed than standard X-rays. It also can produce
images of structures inside the body, including the internal
organs, blood vessels, bones and tumors.
The tumor segmentation from CT images gives
good detection rate. There exits the similarity between
tumor and other tissues. Hence the tumor detection
techniques are applied for the images from clinical routine.
To detect the tumor in the CT images first the liver is
segmented from abdomen using morphological operations.
Then SVM classification will classify the liver as normal or
abnormal as told already. If the liver is abnormal then tumor
will be detected from the liver structure using Knowledge
based constraints. In this work, datasets of more patients
were processed using computer aided diagnosis. The
outcomes were computed using some of the metrics like
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy by comparing it with
respect to normal segmentation carried out by an expert
radiologist.
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A. Motivation And Justification
Park et al. [14] proposed a method in which they applied
intensity histogram transformation for segmentation of the
liver and a posteriori classification leads to a binary mask.
Once the morphological processing is applied to the mask,
the tumors are identified within the mask area. K.-S.
Seo.[6], in his method it segments the liver first, then by
using the optimal threshold value hepatic tumor is
segmented with minimum total probability error. This
approach produces diverse false positives, but promising
results are obtained.
Ciecholewski et al [10], discussed about a method
in which segmented the liver using the contour model, and
then enhance the image using histrogam transformation.
Region growing algorithm using intensity distribution is
proposed by Zhao et al. [17]. In Arakeri et al. [1], seed
points are selected automatically using modified region
growing algorithm and also it proposed a method to find the
threshold value that incorporates fuzzy c-means clustering
algorithm. Massoptier and Casciaro.[12] proposed that, the
liver is segmented by the approach statistical method then
the tumor is classified by analyzing the wavelet. Chen and
Metaxas [3], had used Markov Random Field (MRF)
estimation and also Deformable models to segment the
tumors.
Shang et al. [16] proposed a model in which active
contour with an embedded classifier using a Gaussian
mixture model build in to the intensity distribution of the
medical images for segmenting liver, vessels and lesions.
Lu et al. [9], worked to obtain the active contour in
the tumor boundary manually. Segmentation based on
Watershed technique [5] in this, edge detection, the
watershed algorithm and region merging approaches are
used. In Knowledge-Based Constraints[13], the gray level
intensity contrast was enhanced; then image was added to
itself, to isolate tumour directly, finally the image is
segmented by threshold based method; Since it is sensitive
to noise, the morphological filter is applied as the postprocessing.
Marius George Linguraru.[11], in his work statistic
adaptive threshold initialization is done. The user needs to
select seed point with the label and background. Then the
image is represented in an undirected weighted graph. Every
node of image represents each pixel. The segmentation is
obtained in graph cut. Every region indicates a sub graph.
Sergio Casciaro[15] proposed a method in which the tumor
is separated first by thresholding method.
The main problem in tumour detection techniques
are computational time, false positive rate, initial
assumption. Motivated by this concept, an attempt is taken
to implement the liver tumour segmentation by overcoming
these disadvantages. The different approaches for liver
tumour detection have been developed and Knowledge
based constraints(KBC) is found to be one of the best
method. The detection of tumour using CT image give good
results compared to MRI scan
images. Justified by this, it is
essential to implement a novel
method for the tumour
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detection techniques by combining KBC method with SVM

classifier.

B. Outline of the Proposed Work

Fig 1 A novel system for Automatic Computer Aided tumour detection techniques
Fig.1. is the overall working model for tumour
detection techniques. The input will be the original liver CT
image. The liver undergo segmentation by the use of
morphological operations. Then the features are extracted
from the segmented liver structure using feature extraction
method called Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM).
Then these features are given as the input for Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for checking whether the
liver as normal or abnormal. If the tumour is abnormal then
it undergoes tumour segmentation process.
In Tumour Segmentation technique Knowledge
based constraint is addressed first, in which linear contrast
Stretching and morphological operations are used for
segmenting the tumour. Finally, performance is evaluated
using sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.

value and minimum value in the specific neighborhood is
determined
by
the use
of
morphological
functions imdilate and imerode. The input image is similar
to dimension. The output image is same as of the input
image. NHOOD is a multidimensional array of 0's and
1's. In NHOOD's, the size should be odd in every
dimension. Here the Range filter is to predict the center
element of the neighborhood using the formula
((𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑁𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐷) + 1)/2). Fig. 2 is the input i.e. raw CT
image and Fig 3 is the output after getting neighborhood
with structuring element and applying range filter.

C. Organization Of The Paper
Section II Automatic computer aided liver tumor
detection technique is discussed. And section III is the
experimental result and performance analysis. Finally,
section IV is the conclusion and the future scope.

Fig 2 Raw CT image

II. TUMOR DETECTION METHOD
A. Liver Segmentation
Segmentation of liver is carried out in CT
abdomen images. First the neighborhood pixels are
calculated with the structuring elements. Here 𝑁𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐷 =
𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑(𝑆𝐸), which provides the neighborhood linked
with the structuring element SE. Then, range filter is useful
to find the
output pixel with the 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 – 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 of the 3-by-3 neighborhood
around the equivalent pixel in the input image. Maximum
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Fig 3 Image after getting neighborhood and range filter
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Finally, Morphological operation is applied to
segment the liver structure. Area opening operation avoids
a binary image of every connected component (objects)
which has lesser than P pixels, generating other binary
image, BW2. This procedure is called as area opening. The
border is cleared for the output image because it is lighter
than the input image. The input image IM and the output
image IM2 can be a grayscale or binary image
correspondingly. The
standard connectivity
The Segmentation
MRI image is 8 and 26 for 2
and 3 dimensions respectively.

8.

Homogeneity: It is to find the similarity of the
distribution of elements in GLCM of every ROI
and the value lies in the range of [0, 1].
𝑝 𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗 1+ 𝑖−𝑗

Homogeneity =
9.

(5)

Correlation: It is to evaluate the correlation of
pixel to its neighbor over the ROI.
Correlation =

𝑁
𝑖

𝑁 𝑝 𝑖,𝑗 −𝜇 𝑟 𝜇 𝑐
𝑗
𝜎𝑟 𝜎𝑐

(6)

10. Eccentricity: It is the ratio of distance from focus
of the ellipse and major axis length.
GLCM comprises data concerning the positions of pixels
with identical gray level values. Here, co-occurrence matrix
is a 2-dimensional array P where rows and columns indicate
a collection of probable image value. Here, feature
extraction from the CT liver image takes place in four
directions (0º, 45º, 90º and 135º). These directions are used
for finding the co-occurrence matrix. Statistical features are
extracted from all there four direction.

Fig 4 Segmented liver from CT image
B. Feature extraction

C. Classification using SVM

Feature extraction is needed for SVM classifier in
this the input images size is very big and also lot of them are
redundant. So it is very important to reduce the size into a
collection of features, for that purpose ROI feature
extraction by the use of GLCM technique. The statistical
information about the image is needed for feature extraction
[6].
These are some of the statistical information
1. Area: It provides the real number of pixels in ROI.
2.

Convex Area: It provides the pixel count in convex
image of the ROI.

3.

Equivalent Diameter: It is the diameter of the
circle. It is calculated using the formula,
4∗𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

Equivalent Diameter =
(1)
𝜋
4. Solidity: It is proportionally equal to pixels in the
convex hull. It is evaluated using,
Solidity =
5.

7.

(2)

Energy: It is the total of squared components in the
GLCM and the value lies in the range of [0, 1].
Energy =

6.

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

Computers have capability to gain knowledge of
without being explicitly programmed; this field of study is
Machine Learning. This learning algorithm then outputs a
function known as hypothesis. The rule or set defines the
hypothesis is, what are “learned” from the training set. The
feature set has been calculated for every pixel can be
employed by SVM classifier to check whether every pixel
has a tumor or normal pixel. The classifier used is a binary
classifier. It provides the result like normal or abnormal. So
in our work with normal liver tumor images abnormal tumor
image have to be included. Then only it is easy for us to
achieve the desired results. By supervised learning, we can
classify various diseases in liver lesion. The process has two
phases namely a training phase and testing phase. At the
first phase, the input is the pixel features and its respective
manual labels, and the output is a model which utilizes the
features to predict the equivalent label. This phase is carried
out only once, because the model can be used to classify
new data. In the testing phase, the input is already known
model and pixel features with no respective classes, and the
output of the testing phase is the predicted one for the pixels
depending upon their features. The main objective of the
SVM classifier is to classify data that have similar feature
values into groups ie. (normal or abnormal).

𝑛
2
𝑘=0 𝑝

𝑖, 𝑗

(3)

Contrast: It is to determine the contrast between
the power of pixel and adjacent pixels over the
entire ROI. The formula for contrast is shown
below
𝑁
2
Contrast = 𝑁
𝑖
𝑗 𝑖 − 𝑗 𝑝 𝑖, 𝑗
(4)
where N is the number of various gray levels.
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D. Tumor Segmentation
If the SVM classifier classifies the liver structure as
abnormal then tumour segmentation process is done. The
similar gray level liver parenchyma and tumor tissues are
obtained by improving the contrast of the segmented slice.
In tumor segmentation, linear contrast stretching is
employed for increasing the variation among liver tissue and
tumors. Formula applied to
this performance is given in
Eq. (1):
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𝐼′ =

𝐼′𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼′𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐼 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐼′𝑚𝑖𝑛

may vary according to the algorithm‟s sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy. If the specificity is high then, the
tumour detection algorithm gives the result correctly.
While checking the percentage of accuracy, if the
percentage is high it will give the exact detection of liver
tumour. Since this whole paper concentrated only on Liver
CT the best algorithm can be chosen according to how
much tumour is detected correctly.

(1)

where, I is gray level before transformation and I′ is
gray levels after transformation. I′max is the highest gray
level after transformation and I′min is the lowest gray levels
after transformation, Imax is the maximum gray level and
Imin is the minimum gray level in the liver region prior to
transformation. Finally, liver and tumor is differentiated.
Formula(2), to add the improvement to the same image.
R (i, j) = I‟(i, j) + I′( i, j)
(2)
where R(i,j) is the image after applying this it will
reach 255 and will appear as white. We obtain the pixels of
tumor tissues dark. The outcome of addition is image
background as well liver tissue which appear in white
background with some pepper noise, and tumors which
appeared as dark spots with range of gray levels. In order to
remove the noise and make the region of tumor more
homogeneous as in shown Fig. 3(a), Gaussian smoothing is
used as in (3), where 𝑥 is the distance from the origin in the
horizontal axis, 𝑦 is the distance from the origin in the
vertical axis, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution.
𝑥 2 +𝑦 2
1
−
2𝜎 2
𝐺 𝑥, 𝑦 =
𝑒
(3)
2𝜋𝜎 2

A. Experimental result
This experiment detects the tumour in CT image.
The segmented tumour from the CT scan image is displayed
in
fig 6. Here, if the SVM classifier classifies the liver
structure as tumour will be segmented the as tumour.
Table 1 Sensitivity, Specificity and accuracy of various
tumour detection techniques in percentage(%)
Image
1
2
3
4
5

Sensitivity(%)
98
98
99
98
98

Specificity(%)
98
99
98
99
98

Accuracy(%)
98
98
99
98
98

B. Performance Evaluation
For performance evaluation some of the metrics
used are sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The formulas
to calculate them are listed below.
Sensitivity =

Next step is that iso-data thresholding operation is
done to turn the image into binary where the tumor region is
appeared as black blob on white space, followed by
morphological holes filling operation like erosion and
dilation as in Fig 5.

Specificity =

Accuracy=

TP

(7)

TP +FN

TN

(8)

TN +FP

𝑇𝑃 +𝑇𝑁
TP + FP + TN + FN

(9)

where TP is number of true positive, FN is number of false
negative, TN is number of true negative and FP is number of
false positive.
Test Images

Liver
Segmentation
The Segmentation MRI image

Fig 5 Final Segmented tumour
Original Image

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Original Image

In this, liver is segmented from the CT images.
Next, the features are extracted from the liver. These
features are provided as the input for SVM classifier for
classifying whether the liver is normal or abnormal. If the
liver is abnormal then it undergoes tumour segmentation
process. If the liver is normal then there will be no need of
tumour segmentation. In which tumour is segmented using
Knowledge Based Constraints methods. The result is the
segmented tumour in CT image, but the detected result
Retrieval Number: A11161291S419/2019©BEIESP
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9.

Original Image

10.
The Segmentation MRI image

11.

Fig 6 Segmented Liver from CT image of different
patients

12.

Table 1 present the sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy for segmented liver tumour image with manually
segmented liver tumour images.
Here 5 test images are considered and sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of each image is identified for each
procedure. It is observed that from the table the proposed
work is providing better results

13.

14.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this work, segmentation and classification of
liver tumor from the abdomen CT image is proposed. It
assists the doctors for predicting and analyzing liver tumor
and analysis for tumor surgery. Once pre-processing is done,
the liver is segmented and classified whether it is normal or
abnormal. This technique shows improvement significantly.
Experimental results show that the proposed work achieves
98.2% of sensitivity, 98.4% of specificity and 98.2% of
overall accuracy. This paper helps to obtain almost the
tumour detected area correctly. Further researches also
strive towards improving accuracy, precision, computational
speed, automation and reduction of manual interaction.
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